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Funding Process Changed for Groups 
Some Organizations Gel Less, Bul System Is Claimed to Be More ''Fair'' 
B~ Brian O'Donnell more. 
RG ;-Jews Writer "There was a premium placed 
In a liule noticed change of pol- on spending all the money you could, 
icy, the Law School Student Senate and even going over budget if you 
has overhauled the way it allocates could," Abrams said. 
mo~ey t? sru.dc~t organiLallo~s, re- ·:There~as · st~ tJ'4Jig that 
sultmg m s1gmficant cuts 1n the itcnat !fOl • ~~! more 
amounts some groups received thi\ · t~ s n more," said Sen-
year. \_ t resident Kirra JA&l}t. 
If the new policy has caused ~Ch\iJn~e~~lnoney from 
some grumbling, Senate leaders say studcJ\H~~ fees, cloth·n i¥osLJbe 
it's more fair, and has opened the &t,.'41~ m in~a.aw f\ue~d 
door for new student groups to get\ f.~~ry~~g in\l!C'studcnt telephone 
money they would not have received 4trectory. 
otherwise. The Senate made a number of 
"A lot of people don't under- changes last month, when it made the 
stand how the process is done," said 1992- 1993 allocations. 
Senate Treasurer Brian Abrams. First, student groups were asked 
In past years, the Senate dtvied to justify their requests for money 
up its $33,000 budget based on the b<L~ed on activities they planned this 
allocations of the year before. Groups year, regardless of last year's record. 
that had spent all their money in the One of the larger percentage 
previous year got the same amount or changes occurred in the budget of the 
Environmental Law Society, which 
held a large ymposium last year. 
The group received 51,200 last year 
and only S325 this year. 
Second, the Senate equalized the 
amounts that student groups could 
spend on similar activities. 
For example, the Senate capped 
at $200 the amount it would contrib-
ute toward honoraria for speakers 
invited to campus. That eliminated 
what had been wide variations 
amoung student organizations, Jar-
ran said, and created a new incentive 
for student organizations 10 bargain 
with their speakers. 
Other cap included limits on 
Senate money used for paper goods 
and di c jockeys at parties, and on the 
amount spent per brown bag lunch. 
Third, the new policy enabled 
the Senate to provide money to new 
tudent orgamzations, and to increase 
Clinton ~ Decisive Victory 
Sparks Hope, Uncertainty 
By Stacie Brown 
RG ews Writer 
Anticipauon, excitement and 
apprehensior, - and very long 
hncs. As the mJrathon race for the 
White House was run last Tucs-
<h), Ia"' studcnL-; c:qx:ncnccd a 
spectrum of clccuon-da) emotions. 
For the first time since 1976, a 
Democrat swept the election. 
Kerima Bcnnounc, 3L, sa1d, "The 
election was the referendum on 
the last twelve years, and I'm glad 
the people voted 'no."' 
Most students wercn ' t sur-
prised by Arkansas Governor Bill 
Clinton's victory over Republican 
President George Bush and inde-
pendent candidate Ross Perot. 
Chris Arasin, I L, said, "I'm not 
devastated that Clinton won, but 
for Bush's sake, I wish the election 
had been closer. Perot took more 
of the popular vote than I thought 
he would." 
Although Ana Mcrico, 1 L, 
doesn't hold U.S. citizenship, she 
says she voted in spiriL "I knew Clin-
ton was going to win, and I was 
getting greedy ncar the end; I wanted 
him to win Texas and Florida. Even 
though he didn't win those states, it's 
still a glorious day." 
For others the Clinton victory 
wasn't so evident. "I started to worry 
a httlc ncar the end." said Leslie 
Collins, 2L, "but l'm very relieved 
Clinton was elected." 
Some, however, believe the 
thought of a Clinton presidency casts 
a shadow over the nation's future. "I 
voted for Clinton, and the election 
came out exactly as I expected." said 
Peter ~lcWecny, 2L. "It make me 
nervous though. I'm going into the 
next four years with a fear that 
CUnton's time in office will be a 
great social experiment." 
While Clinton's campaign mes-
sage called for change, some stu-
dents have reservations about the 
President-Elect's power to exten-
sively alter the status quo. "I don't 
think there will be any monumen-
tal changes, but I'm glad Bush is 
no longer in office," said Dan 
Cavanaugh, 3L. 
With Governor Clinton cap-
turing 43,713,885 popular votes 
followed by Bush with 38, 150,871 
and Ross Perot with 19,228,530, 
JohnEnhein, 2L,said, "I voted for 
Clinton, but I know it's not a 
mandate for anything dramatic. 
He 'II have to carry out a moderate 
administration.·· 
Among the issues compelling 
voter to cast their ballots were the 
economy, jobs and health care. 
However, many issues which 
analysts predicted would play a 
larger part, did noL 
Alyssa Grikschei t, 2L, Ameri-
can Bar Association Student Rep-
See ELECTION, page 5 
budgets of groups that were expand-
ing their activities. 
The new Public Interest Group, 
for example, got S250 this year, and 
LEAP, which organizes visits by law 
students to Ann Arbor schools, got 
S80. The allocation 10 the Jewish 
Law Students Union grew from $455 
10 $795, renecting new activities, 
including a brown bag speakers se-
ries. 
But some groups didn't fare as 
weU this year compared to last year. 
The Asian American Law Stu-
dents Association budget dropped 
from S 1,000 to $400, the Black Law 
Students Association from $2,050 to 
$1 ,800, and the Hispanic Law Stu-
dents Association (HLSA) from 
SI,900 to SJ ,085. 
Those cuts reflect the new poli-
cies, Abrams said, especially the 
decision to disregard last year's allo-
cation when looking at what the 
See LSSS FUND , page 5 
Does Size Count? 
(Of My GPA, That Is) 
By Brian A. Statz 
RG ews Writer 
First years take note: you are 
about to hear the awful truth about 
the importance of grades in geuing a 
job. Everybodyelse(especiallythose 
of you who, like myself, have been 
"politely" rejected by more firms than 
we may care to remember) may 
simply read along and nod in painful 
recognition. 
Sure, grades count in getting a 
job. Everybody knows that before 
they get here. This, however, does 
not improve the lousy situation of 
having to squirm in your chair when 
the interviewer asks the inevitable 
question: "So, how do your grades 
look?" 
ll's a legitimate question, of 
course, but one made more repulsive 
by the fact that the person sent to 
represent your ftrm of cho1ce is quite 
likely the individual whom the firm 
felt they could most do without for a 
few weeks, and is there not to ask 
intelligent and insightful questions 
(Ha!), but rather to collect resumes 
and transcripts and take note if you 
happened to aucnd the same under-
graduate institution as he or she did. 
This fact of life may be easier to 
take were there an abundance of jobs 
waiting for law students, but such is 
not currently the case. Two repre-
sentatives of the Placement Office 
commented on whether the present 
economic situation made grades that 
much more important to law ftrms. 
Kathy Babcock stated that, for 
whatever reason, the larger firms are 
more grade conscious, and with the 
market as tight as it now is, firms get 
more resumes from students than ever 
before. 
With large ftrms being the pri-
mary source of on-<:ampus interviews 
here, it follows naturally that more 
students arc going to get shut out due 
to grades. 
Carla Sally, however, said that 
she did not notice any increase this 
year in the percentage of employers 
who chose to look at students' ftles. 
"If the information is there, employ-
ers arc bound to look at it," regardless 
of how much weight is given to the 
information in the file. 
Again, it should come as no 
surprise that grades mauer in getting 
a job. One partner in an Indianapolis 
law ftrm stated that the large number 
of applicants raise time-efficiency 
concerns in the hiring process, with 
the result that "some of the larger 
ftrms have no choice but to usc grade 
point average as a major determining 
factor'' for employment choices. 
So why must students put up 
wi th Jines such as "I don't think 
ftrSt-year grades are an indica-
tion of much at aJI," and ''I'm focus-
ing on the person, not the resume" 
ee GRADES, page 4 
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Third-year Supports Use of JAG 
Interview by LGBLSA Member 
Dear Editor: 
I would appreciate it if you would publish this response to 
Derek Lipscombe's October 26 editorial in the Res Gestae, in 
which he criticizes Alejandro Navarro, member of the Lesbian, 
Gay and Bisexual Law Students Alliance, for scheduling an on-
campus interview with the Navy JAG recruiter. In his editorial, 
Lipscombe argues that it was unfair for Navarro to schedule the 
interview, because it "may have spoiled potential opponunities 
for other students by predisposing the recruiter to have a 
negative impression of all Michigan law students." 
Gay and lesbian students at this law school,like the rest of 
the student population (including those other students who 
interviewed with the JAG recruiter), pay wesand tuition. Their 
hard-earned dollars brought the JAG recruiter to this campus. 
They pay his salary and his travel expenses; they pay for his 
presence in the interview room. Unlike the other students at this 
Jaw school, however, gay and lesbian students are not perm iued 
to take advantage of the employment opportunities that JAG 
recruiters might have to offer. 
Certainly, there are many heterosexual students at this 
school who do not pursue those opponunities, but we at least 
have that option; we have a choice. The "choice" for homosex-
ual students is ready-made and forced upon them, whether it 
"tits" or not. To argue that gay and lesbian students should not 
be entitled to a few minutes of that JAG recruiter's time-time 
that they are paying for and during which they can only hope to 
begin to air their grievances- only adds insuiL to injury. 
Lipscombcargues that Navarro, who"[o)bviously ... does 
not want a job with the Navy," should not have been permiued 
"to possibly disrupt the opportunity for others who may have 
really wanted to work with the JAG program." Lipscombc 
further maintains that Navarro would have done beucr to have 
concentrated on "the son of work which interests [him)." It is 
curious to me that Lipscombe professes to know what avarro 
"really wanted." How does he know that Navarro did not have 
a genuine interest in a military career? How does he know that 
Navarro would not have pursued such an opporrunity had it not 
been for the military's anti-homosexual policies. In any evenl, 
'The wider we cast our 
nets, the more people we 
consider for military em-
ployTnent, the higher the 
caliber of individuals we 
will ultimately have serving 
in the military . ' 
there are certainly thousands of gay men and lesbians who do 
have such interests or aspirations. Perhaps what Lipscombe 
meant to say was that these individuals should simply abandon 
their goals and desires and keep quiet because, due to an ill-
conceived policy, their rejection by the military is a foregone 
conclusion. 
Even more irritating is the suggestion, impl icit in 
Lipscombe's editorial, that only gay men and lesbians are hurt 
by the military's archaic policies and that, consequently, only 
they have something to gain by the repeal of those policies. With 
a quarter or more of my taJt dollars going to the support of this 
nation's military, that suggestion quite simply pisses me off. 
The opportunities that gay men and lesbians (and women 
generally, with respect to cenain positions in the military) arc 
denied are not opponunities that I, personally, would pursue. 
The mere fact that I do not choose to pursue career opportunities 
in the military, however, does not mean that I have no interest 
in the military. As a citizen and as a w-payer, I have an interest 
in having a military that is strong, efficient., and cost-effective. 
In order to have a strong and able military, we need to be 
hiring the best and brightest individuals available. The wider we 
cast our nets, the more people we consider for military employ-
ment, the higher the caliber of individuals we will ultimately 
have serving in the military. Conversely, when we declare 
before we have even begun that a large segment of our adult 
population will be ineligible for military service, we do nothing 
but ensure that a great many able, intelligent, and motivated 
individuals will never have an opponunity to providemeaning-
ful service to their country. Still worse arc those cases 10 which 
individuals, already in the military, are forced to leave after it is 
discovered (or after they reveal) that they are homosexual. With 
the cost for replacing even a moderately-skilled military em-
ployee reaching into the tens of thousands of dollars, this 
practice amounts to an inexcusable waste of government re-
sources. This is not how you go about getting the most bang for 
the taltpayer's buck and, given the frequent criticism in recent 
years of the overall quality and caliber of military personnel, it 
sure as hell is not good policy. 
The whole "1roop morale, blah, blah, blah" argument is 
nonsense. Military policy-makers cannot, through simple repe-
tition, make the argument valid. It is based on antiquated 
stereotypes and misconceptions revolving around what homo-
sexuals "are" and what homosexuals "do." The military claims 
to be concerned about morale and mutual trust., especially in the 
field. I have one simple quesuon: What does that mean? 
Somehow, I get the feeling that your average infantry soldier, as 
he walks through the jungle and wonders whether his next step 
will trip a mine, or wonders where the next sniper is going tO be 
hidden, or wonders how many more miles he's going to have to 
walk or how many minutes of sleep he's going to get that night, 
somehow I can't picture that soldier giving a whole lot of 
thought to the respective sexual orientations of the other men in 
his unit. 
I have a number of friends who joined the military after high 
school. Several of them had gay men in their units. Everyone 
knew who these gay men were. Nobody cared, ccnrunly not 
enough to say anything about it to their superiors. The superior 
officers, for their parL, tended to look the other way. Now, I 
know that this may be anecdotaltnformation, but I sull have to 
wonder: If the presence of homosexuals in the military is such 
a threat to morale, if it issodestructiveofmutual trust, then why 
was there no action taken in these cases? Why was there not 
even a call for disciplinary action? Why docs this presumably 
go on, undetected, throughout the military? Why? Because it 
simp I y doesn't mauer. What does mauer is that you do your job 
and do it well and pull your own weight. That's all. 
The military also claims to be worried about sexual harass-
ment or unwelcome advances by gay and lesbian officers 
against enlisted personnel. There are many heterosexual offi-
cers (generally men) engaging in similar conduct. The military 
handles t11cse matters on a case-by-case basis. Why can't it 
adopt the same approach for incidents involving gay and lesbi-
anoflicers? Gay men and lesbians have served in this nation 's 
military for years. Agreatmanyofthem have served with honor 
and distinction. No doubt, some of them have not. We should 
no more exclude the whole group because of the actions of a few 
than we should exclude all men from the mili tary simply 
because a small handful of Neanderthals force their female 
peers to "run a gauntlet" of physical abuse in a hotel hallway. 
Sexual hara$Sment is a very real problem in need of very real 
See JAG INTERVIEW, page 5 
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Developments May Affect Lawyers in Long-term 
By Richard Golden 
The federal government imposed a $275 
million fine against the law firm Kaye Scholer 
of New York for failing to disclose federal 
violations by a client (one of the infamous 
failed S&L's). The fiiTTl allegedly assisted the 
client in some of its creative bookkeeping prac-
tices. The big mistake the firm made was telling 
the government regulators it would be the sole 
repository of the association's files and docu-
ments. The major implication arising from this 
case concerns the lawyer's role in regulatory 
proceedings. In a normal adversarial proceed-
ing, each party must make a diligent effort to 
discover their opponents' records; while the 
opponent is obliged to provide information, the 
extent of that obligation is limited. But appar-
ently the Congress granted the Office of Thrift 
Supervision the power to essentially sit back 
and compel a regulated entity to tum over 
absolutely everything imaginable. The case, 
which sewed for much less, is the first of its 
magnitude and the consequences are yet to be 
determined. 
The main question will be thus: must 
lawyers on both sides of government regula-
tory proceedings follow the same rules as their 
colleagues in litigation, or can the government 
arbitrarily make up the rules to suit its pur-
poses? 
The evolution of this doctrine will be an 
interesting development for those students inter-
ested in corporate and banking law, who will 
face government regulators in their course of 
practice. These problems arc especially acute 
as large scale financial scandals such as the 
S&L collapse, the BCCI violations, and junk 
bonds are increasingly unearthed. 
In other news, our beloved American Bar 
Association conferred a major award upon 
University of Oklahoma Law Professor Anita 
Hi ll, presumably for her courage and forth-
rightness in testifying about the allegedly bi-
zarre behavior of U.S. Supreme Court Associ-
ate] ustice Clarence Thomas. Though the ABA 
ostensibly confers such awards to those who 
have advanced the profession and the pursuit of 
justice, one cannot help but wonder if this move 
was not designed to gain political capital in 
what not so coincidentally is a presidential 
election year. 
In another potentially questionable move 
at its annual conference. the ABA voted to 
promulgate a resolution supporting abortion 
rights. The battle here was not between pro-
choice and pro-life (at least not on the surface), 
but it was between factions divided philosophi-
cally over the purposes of the organization and 
its attendant role in public discourse. The 
winning faction wanted to politicize the group 
and have it advocate contrOversial political 
stands, just like Operation Rescue or the Na-
tional Abortion Rights League. The losing 
faction called for"ncutral ny ,"claiming that the 
ABA must publicly remain apolitical, lest it 
compromise the organization's integrity as 
impartial commentators on thestateof the law. 
Over the past year and a half President 
Bush and the Quaylcs, especially the latter, 
have taken "lawyer bashing" to a new height 
and mounted a frontal assault on the profession 
in the name of tort reform. Regardless of Hill's sense of impartiality. For example, the ABA is 
merits as an honoree or the parameters of the asked to give an evaluation of nominees for the 
abortion debate, it seems the last thing the federal court system; and similarly, local bar 
organization needs to do is involve itSelf in associationsareaskedtoconsidernomineesfor 
political maneuvering and grandstanding that local posts. The organization's recommenda-
has little to do with strengthening the American lions are presented as objective, non-partisan 
legal system. Taking overtly political stands on analyses of the nominees' intellect, scholarship 
' .. . [L)awyers as a group are endowed 
with a public trust compelling them no to 
prejudge issues and take sides. What an in-
dividual lawyer does in a particular case is 
another matter, but it seems as a group in a 
public setting, we should maintain a sense 
of impartiality. ' 
controversial issues plays into the Quayles' 
hands by sinking to their level of discourse. 
Just because the White House "picked a fight," 
in the juvenile sense, does not mean that the 
ABA must retal iate with more rhetoric. 
In general,my main point is that lawyers as 
a group are endowed with a public trust com-
pelling them not to prejudge issues and take 
sides. What an individual lawyer does in a par-
ticular case is another matter, but it seems as a 
group in a public selling, we should maintain a 
(if any), integrity, and most importantly, judi-
cial temperament. When legislative commit-
tees and the public receive this information, it 
would be plausible for them to assume that the 
analysis is indeed objective and based on the 
efficacy of legal reasoning and argument rather 
than politics. 
This issue here is not abortion, capital 
punishment, habeas corpus, or any other con-
troversy. I must concede the argument that in a 
sense, the ABA has always been "political," 
with the difference in the past being that it es-
poused the politics of the socio-political status 
quo. In tum, one may say that in recent years 
since women, minorities, and progressives in 
general have emerged in the organization, the 
group hasn't "become" political, but merely 
changed sides. Well, the sentiment is noble, but 
I'm not sure that just because those previously 
in power acted politically means those cur-
rently in their shoes should conduct themselves 
in the same manner. Coincidentally, I happen 
to agree with the "stands" that the ABA has 
taken. However, that agreement does not mean 
that I must accept the basic underlying premise 
that the group should take any stance at all. 
A final consideration is this matter is that 
all lawyers are "professionals," and therefore 
their leading organization should not take on 
the appearance of becoming just another lobby 
group on Capitol Hill button-holing legislators 
to suppon their agenda. Ostensibly lawyers are 
above such partisan groveling, just as we are 
supposedly above the craven practice of media 
advertising for clientS. I must admit, however, 
that lawyers do not live in a professional vac-
uum, impervious to the political and social 
conditions around them. We can be political 
animals like anyone else, and maybe public 
impartiality is an impossible goal for the group 
to attain. I can only hope that in the end, the 
current debates evolve into a constrUCtive dia-
logue about the weaknesses of the American 
legal system and what can be done to solve 
them. 
Letter Calls Editorial 'Illogical' 
Dear Editor: 
I am amused by Derek Lipscombe's as-
sertion that LGBLSA (the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual Law Students Alliance) "crossed 
the line" since a member "actually 
interview[ed]" with the Navy JAG corps. 
The entire protest consisted of a bake sale, 
some posters criticizing the military's policy 
of excluding gay people, and a 20-minute 
cordial conversation between a member of 
LGBLSA and a Navy recruiter. To suggest 
that LGBLSA went too far is ridiculous; if 
anything, we didn't go far enough. 
Mr. Lipscombe argues in an October 26 
Res Gestae editorial: "No one knows for sure 
whether his interview may have spoiled po-
tential opponunities for other students by 
predisposing the recruiter to have a negative 
impression of all Michigan law students." 
The ultimate evil, in Mr. Lipscombe's view, 
is that a student MIGHT not be hired because 
one of our members caused him to have a bad 
day. The causation chain that Mr. Lipscombe 
presents is attenuated at best, and one might 
argue with equivalent merit that the recruiter's 
inability to fmd a parking place near the law 
school, locate a smoking lounge, or the gen-
eral confused congestion ofRoom 200 would 
also cause the recruiter to have a bad enough 
day that it would reflect in his/her hiring 
decisions. 
Of course, as Mr. Lipscombe admits, "no 
one knows for sure" about his chain of events. 
What we do know for sure is that an identified 
lesbian, gay or bisexual student cannot get a job 
with the military. Period. Even if the recruiter 
is having a good day. 
The second part of Mr. Lipscom be's argu-
ment is as illogical as the ftrst part, but is not at 
all funny. He suggests that the Placement Of-
fice should screen resumes and that action 
should be taken against Alejandro Navarro, the 
LGBLSA member who interviewed with the 
Navy JAG corps. 
I invite Mr. Lipscombetoexplain how this 
screening procedure would work. He implies 
that the recruiter could tell thatAlejandrowasn 't 
a serious candidate, so the Placement Office 
should have seen that from the resume. Does 
Mr. Lipscombe mean anyone who has done 
gay legal work, or, say, maintains membership 
in LGBLSA should be screened from inter-
viewing with the military? At best this implies 
that Mr. Lipscombe thinks that all gay , lesbian 
and bisexual people don' t wam jobs in the 
military. Obviously, that is incorrect In fact. 
two of our current members have served hon-
orably in the armed forces. 
It is unclear to me if Mr. Lipscombe per-
sonally believes that gays and lesbians are unfit 
to serve in the military. since the title of his 
editorial was "LG BLSA Protest Was a Good 
Idea But Group Had a Bad Battle Plan." His 
major thesis appears to be that Alejandro 
had "the wrong attitude, especially in these 
times where jobs are hard to come by." I 
guess I have the wrong attitude, too, then; it 
actually offends me that job opponunities 
arc denied to me and that I am considered 
unfit to serve my country. Presumably. Mr. 
Lipscombe wants me to smile and take it 
quietly, so as nollo rock the boat for others. 
I assume that, using his same logic, Mr. 
Lipscombe would be against an active 
protest of fiiTTls that discriminate against 
people of color, because it might upset the 
fum enough that some white students 
wouldn' t be hired. 
After reading Mr. Lipscombe's edito-
rial, I am embarrassed that I as a member of 
LG BLSA did not make more of an effon to 
protest the military's presence at the law 
school. Obviously there are still a great 
many people, including Mr. Lipscombe, 
who need to think through what it means to 
declare that gay, lesbian and bisexual people 
are worth less than everybody else. In hind-
sight, I wish LGBLSA had gone much 
furthe.r in its protest. 
Julie Helling, 3L 
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Dworkin: Prostitutes Have Little 
Choice in Male-Dominated World 
By Kathi Wyman 
RG News Writer 
Renowned feminist wri ter Andrea Dworkin 
spoke to a standing-room-on I y crowd in Honig-
man Auditorium on Sat., Oct. 31. Dworkin's 
speech, entitled "Prostitution and Male Su-
premacy," was the closing address of the Michi-
gan Journal of Gender and Law's two-day 
symposium, "Prostitution: From Academia to 
Activism." 
Dworkin said that while she was honored 
to be speaking at the symposium, she also felt 
"an awful lot of conflkt about being here, 
because I think that it's very hard to think about 
talking about prostitution in an academic set-
ting." 
She said the assumptions of academic life-
that one has a future to look forward to, "to be 
able to come inside from the cold, having time 
to study, the notion that there is some kind of 
discourse of ideas, that you ... can have 
disagreements that will not cost you your lifc"-
are "antithetical to the lives or· prostituted 
women, who cannot and do not assume that 
they will live even from minute to minute. 
"One of the conflicts I have about talking 
here ... is that I'm afraid that anything I say 
that's even slightly abstract will immediately 
take everyone's mtnds off of what is the funda-
mental issue," D\\orkin said. "And the funda-
mental issue is what1s done to women who are 
in prost.itution, what cxaclly prostitut.ion is." 
"Prost.iwtion: what is it? It is the use of a 
woman's body for sex by a rrian. He pays 
money; he does what he wants." 
Dworkin warned the audience that the 
minute people stop focusing on what prostitu-
tion really is, they move into a "world of ideas," 
where the issue is glossed over. 
"[But] what prostitution is," Dworkin 
reminded the audience, "is the mouth, the 
vagina, the rectum, penetrated by usually a 
penis, sometimes hands, sometimes objects, by 
one man, and then another, and then another 
and then another and then another and then 
another." 
Dworkin ensured that the audience was 
not distracted from this fundamental issue by 
using similarly repeated phrases and bold lan-
guage throughout her address to describe the 
reality of prostituted women's lives. 
"I ask you to think about your own bodies 
used that way," Dworkin challenged Listeners. 
"How sexy is it? Is it fun? The people who 
defend prostitution and pornography want you 
to feel a kinky little thriU every time you think 
of something being stuck in a woman. 
"I want you to feel the delicate tissues in 
her body that are being misused. I want you to 
feel what it feels like when it happens over and 
over and over and over and over and over and 
over and over and over again." 
Dworkin told the audience they could not 
think about prostitution without thinking "about 
the man who needs to fuck the prostitute." 
"He is everyone," she said. "I want you to 
take one hour on Monday and ... walk through 
your schools, and I want you to look at every 
man, and I want you to take his clothes off with 
your eyes, and I want you to see him with a stiff 
prick, and I want you in your mind to put him 
on top of a woman, with the money on the table 
True to her words, Dworkin's speech dealt 
very little with abstractions, but certain ide~ 
were made very clear. Among these themes: 
that society treats prostitutes' lives as worth-
less; that homclessness, incest and poverty lead 
to prostitution; that prostitut.ion itself, without 
additional violence, is intrinsically abusive and 
'When men use women in prostitution, 
they are expressing a pure hatred for the 
f emale body. It as pure as anything on this 
earth ever is or ever has been. I t is a con-
tempt so deep that a whole luunan life is 
reduced to a f ew sexual orifices. ' 
- writer Andrea Dworkin 
next to him." 
"Everyone! The dean of this law school, 
the professor , the male students, everyone! 
Because that's the world that the prostituted 
woman lives in. It's a world in which no matter 
what happens to you, there is another man who 
wants a piece of you. And if you need some-
thing from him, you have to give him that 
piece." 
is more akin to gang mpe than to anything else; 
and that prostitution stems from male domi-
nance, which must be "destroyed ... not simply 
reformed [orl made a lillie bit nicer for some 
women." 
"When men use women in prostitution, 
they are expressing a pure hatred for the female 
body," Dworkin said. " It as pureasanything on 
this earth ever is or ever has been. It is a 
GRADES, continued from page 1 
(both direct quotes)? 
Babcock admits that firms will often 
send an associate who attended Michigan 
Law School, but who have tittle ability to 
"fight for a particular student" when the 
time comes for the parmers to decide whom 
to call back. 
When she sees the alumni come to 
interview, Babcock stated, she thinks "great, 
but can you really help the students? Usu-
ally, it is the older interviewer who can go 
back to the ftrm and have the abili ty to fight 
for a particular student " 
Babcock does believe that, even with 
the current situation, interviews may make 
the difference for those students with mid-
level grades. 
So what do we do? 
When one is forced to play a game 
under certain rules, the ftrstlogical question 
is, "How can I stack the deck in my favor?" 
N.Y .U's law school has recently under-
taken the practice of i'1cluding an "advi-
sory" with their students' applications for 
judicial clcrkships. This advisory tells the 
potential employer that "only two to three 
percent of all law school graduates have an A-
minus average or be Her," which seems to be the 
equivalent of saying, "Hire our students; they're 
smarter than they look." Still, better some help 
than none, which raises the question of how 
Michigan grades look to employers. 
Professor Richard Friedman iscurrenlly a 
member of the Academic Standards Commit-
tee. He stated that, while he is unsure of how 
Michigan's grading system compares with those 
of other law schools', the Committee is cur-
rently open to any proposals for change in this 
system. 
One possibility would be to accept a pass/ 
fail system for the ftrst semester of first year, 
which is currently used by both Yale, on a 
mandatory basis, and at Stanford, on a volun-
tary basis. 
Friedman, however, does not see this as an 
advantage to students, stating that "it places too 
much stress on second-semester grades." 
Friedman also said that, while the faculty 
contempt so deep that a whole human life is 
reduced to a few sexual orifices." 
Prostituted women's entire lives, Dworkin 
said, arc viewed as less important than the 
money they arc paid. Money is considered to 
transform the experience so that she deserved 
and wanted whatever abuse she received. 
"Women arc not supposed to have money," 
she said, because it gives them choices-in-
cluding the choice not to be with men.l f women 
make that choice, "men then wiJI be deprived of 
the sc~ that men feel they have a right to,'· 
Dworkin said. 
"And if it is required that a whole class of 
people be treated with cruelty and indignity and 
humiliation and put into a condition of servi-
tude so that men can have the sex that they think 
they have the right to, then that is what will 
happen," she said. "That is the ... meaning of 
male dominance." 
In thequestion-and-answerperiod follow-
ing her talk, Dworkin responded to a com-
monl y invoked justification for prostitution-
that it is women's "choice." 
Dworkin likened the choice of a prosti-
tuted woman to a si tuation in which one is 
standing on the edge of a cliff with a kni fe to 
one's hack, and being told one has the "choice" 
to jump or to step backward. Women who 
"choose" prostitution have no other choice, 
Dworkin said, adding that those who believe 
women have a choice also believe that they 
have the basic freedoms that men have. 
"You're not talking about a society in 
which the women who arc in prostitution atone 
time were on the road to being brain surgeons." 
have been open to the idea, the students 
who have been asked about a voluntary 
pass/fail system doubted whether incoming 
ftrst-ycar students have the background 
know ledge needed to make such a dec is ion. 
Another possibility would be a strictly 
superficial change, but one with a definite 
impact on how Michigan transcripts look to 
employers. This change would entail chang-
ing the "plus system" to a "minus system," 
making what would now be a C+ into a B-
• a B+ into an A-, ete. 
The GPA calculation, however, would 
not be affected: where a 2.5 is now equiva-
lent to a C+, it would be equivalent to aS-
under the revised system, if such a system 
were adopted. 
F ricdman stated that there are currently 
no formal proposals on the table, but such 
proposals are welcome. 
While there is little doubt that all 
Michigan Law Students will find employ-
ment, perhaps a change in the grading sys-
tem will provide needed assistance. 
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Sex, Violence: rhe lover, Reservoir Dogs 
hat Dam Ans Column never love him. 
8) Spencer Gusick And that's it. Despite the attempts at vari-
Ah, the French! No mauer how much ous plot machinations, the story never tackles 
~e,in Cosmer tries to be an auteur, no matter any issues of substance and never fleshes out 
row preachy Oliver Stone may be, the French the characters (pun very much intended). Even-
 
tJve got them hands down when it comes to tually, her refusal to accept him and his refusal 
!.I' ish productions both ponderous and porn- to stand up for hi91selfbecomeannoying. If the 
fOOS· And can we talk sex? Good, let's. script were beiter, their inability to recognize 
The Lover is France· s latest highly-touted true love would pe tragic, but as it is the lovers 
htstorical-epic/art. fi lm/soctal-com mentary cum are low-level con ~em ptable. 
•igh-class-pom. So, I liked iL.. The cinematography in The Lover is of the 
Director Jean-Jacques Annaud is vehry, top-notch,obltgatonly gorgeous exotic period-
.enry Franc h. Most of the elemems that make piece variety. The contrasts between the jungle 
thJS film wonderful are those associated with town where the girl's famtly lives and the 
French fi 1m makers (Roemer, Goddard, all them sophistocation of the Chinese man's Saigon are 
;uys), al though the film's flaws are obviously dramatic, as arc the scenes on the muddy 
Hollywood-inspired (Costner, Stone, Ivan MekongandthepanoramicrecrcaLionofSaigon 
Reuman, those guys). harbor. The music, however, LS obtrusive and 
The fi lm was adopted from a ··rrue" novel manipulative. Alsoobtrus1vc is the fact that the 
~ ~targueri te Duras (who wrote the screen- obviouslyFrench-spcakingcharc~ctersaregomg 
ia} for Hiroshima ll·fon Amour). The story IS alit in Enghsh. ThiS makes no cnsc,and \1. hen 
t 111 1929 in French Indochina. A teen-agee) the film actually has to resort 10 French for the 
rench girL(Jane Marsh) mc.cLs a 32-year-old . continultyofcenrunsccncs,itscemsverysllly. 
 
hmese dandy (Tony Leung) while travelung ' 1 guess Annaud figured more money was to be 
o Saigon from the rural village where her earned m the United States 1f Americans didn't 
~1dowed mothcrteaches ..chool. "The girl" (as have to read subtitles. 
hu character is called) is a sensual, reckless As for the ending-it gives away nothing 
:reature with full, pout~ ltps. Although she b to say that Annaud attempts to achieve depth of 
poor colonial trash, she is at that stage in life plot via a heavy-handed lovc-is-etemal-and-
\\here young gtrls in Frcn~ h mo\'lcs realize that tragic ending. This does little for the film, but 
the) 've got something to offer which is in great at least this final flaw is strictly d Ia Fran<;atse. 
demand. "The Ch1ncse" (as hts character is Ulumately, The Lover is a fmc, gorgeous 
:ailed) is we<1lthy. rcfmcd, handsome, and period piece, wh ich, though obvious at times, is 
intriguing and eminently watchable. It should 
be in Ann Arbor eventually, or in finer cities 
nationwide. 
Generally ,excessive violence and extraor-
dinarily crude language do little to endear a 
film to me. However Quentin Tarantino's 
Reservoir Dogs is one of the few films which is 
so stylish that it transcends these indelicate 
vulgari ties to create a bizzare, entenainjng black 
comedy which is well worth noting. 
The film stars Tarantino, Harvey Keitel, 
Steve Buscemi, Tim Roth, Michael Madsen, 
Chris Penn and Lawrence Tierney as a bunch of 
criminals who have been assembled to pull a 
jewelry he 1st In a lengthy opening, the men get 
acquainted over lunch in a diner. This long, 
talky scene is an impressive intro to these 
hyper-real is tic characters. The dialogue is sharp, 
humorous, well-cadenced, and believable. 
Ouch, it's too beueveable. In shon order, 
various characters slur Jews, women, Blacks, 
and homosexuals, not for any reason. butjustas 
part of their casual remarks (example: "You 
don't leave tips on princtple? Not even a Jew 
could get away with that excuse"). This would 
be the end of the mo\iC were it not for the fact 
that the dialog is ju t so right on track: you arc 
sure that this is exaclly what street crimmaJs 
talk hke. Except, these are really quick, god-
awful funny street criminals. 
, one of the men lcnow each other, and 
their gangster boss tells them 10 use al tases such 
 a11aiting an arranged marraigc. 
In thts talc of colonialt~m and "forbidden" 
love, the Chinese man 1s enthralled by ~his 
French girl, as evidenced by the trembling of 
h1s well-educated, sophistocatcd fingers when 
he ftrst offers her a cigarette. She. shabby dress 
How Toxic Are You? 
and al l, is so proud of being white that she can 
barely condescend to speak to thts man. Well, 
the fact is, she is intrigued at testing the powers 
 
of her sexuality, th1s gu) ts really good-look-
ing, and he has a swell car. ilJ, viola! within 
 
mmutes we are watchmg ~me of the hotteM 
se~ ever fi lmed. In fact, in a few more minutes, 
we are watching some more of the hottest sex 
 
ever filmed. So, can we talk about sex for 
mmute? 
Neither Leung nor ~1arch g1ve academy 
award pcrforman<.es as actors, but they simply 
bum up the screen \1. hen 11 comes to doin' the 
nasty. As weare shown in no small detail, both 
actors have exquisite bodtcs, and they know 
what to do with them. Leung is insane with 
love for his m1strc~\, wh1lc March is all too 
good at portraying the ecstacy of discovering 
~~ohat her lover can do to her. Together, they 
ep1tomite the crazed pa-;s1on of doomed lovers. 
The If desperate lust nngs truer than any cheesy 
scenes with Michael Douglas and Sharon Stone. 
~ow you ask, what, then, is the problem, right? 
The problem is that the characters and the 
plot never really go anywhere from there. The 
two proceed through an affair which sees the 
Chinese man madly in love with his haughty, 
md1fferent lover. He suffers any number of 
indignities at the hands of th is insignificant girl 
and her family, all in thcnamcofputati vcracial 
superiority. She will sleep with him and accept 
his money, but she will never accept him, and, 
to his greattonure, she maintajns that she will 
lly Da\'id Barringer 
Recently I took a job-search question-
naire. Why? Because even though I' m on the 
Law-School Locomotive, it can' t hurt to bai l 
out for a while, kick around the debris in the tall 
grass. peer around the bends. There's an ur-
gency, though, because the train's still cl ick-
ing. Can't dally too long. The caboosc'll pass, 
and I' ll be left hanging with the mail bag, dull 
and Jumpy. 
With the questionnaire spread out, impres-
sivcand lengthy, 1 fel t as if I were~ubmitting a 
file for a dating service: nervous about the what 
if s. anxiOus about the what then's? I locked 
my cynicism like Peter Pan 's shadow in a 
drawer. Then I fixed my tie, nabbed my favor-
ite pen and took a scat 
"Do you prefer sun or fluorescent light?'' 
I dun no. It depends, l guess. 
"Do you prefer guns or poems?" 
What? The drawer with my cyn.ical shadow 
staned rattling. 
"Do you prefer to hide your feelings or 
dance?" 
Rattling. 
"Do you prefer to contribute to a conversa-
tion or be bribed?'' 
More rattling. 
"Do you prefer to counsel criminals or 
keep up on current events?" 
Lots more rattling. 
"Do you prefer to take another person 's 
side for the sake of argument or act unpredicta-
bly around old people?" 
RATTLING. 
"Do you prefer to·kill animals to put them 
out of their misery, or relate fairy tales in 
falscuo voices?" 
TIIWOAfP! Me and my shadow. The 
cynicism stuck to me hard. I never wanted to 
see another answer grid, let alone put my trust 
in one. 
cedlcss to say, 1 failed to send in my 
absentee ballot. 
Oops. 
Maybe it 's because I indulged in that silly 
questionnaire yet neglected my civic duty to 
vote that the nation's collective guilt-spiri ts 
mobilized subsequent omens against me. In-
cluding another questionnaire. 
The day after election day I was accosted 
by a tag-team of incense merchants, imposed 
upon by a scuzzy but earnest Dianelician of the 
L.-Ron-Hubbard ilk to take a test whose head-
ing asked, "How Toxic Are You?" and later, 
while I was debating if I should admtt to ever 
feeling "wooden or lifeless," "anxious but don't 
know why," and having ever experienced "drug 
flashbacks," the guy in the bathroom stall next 
to mine began snoring. 
I immediately answered "Yes" to all of 
those and more. I tallied up my score and was 
duly informed that I was suffering from "heavy 
body pollulion." 
Whoa. 
But no wonder! I thought. That explains 
everything! All that coal dust from the La~­
Schoo' Choo-choo! All that impure brain-
washing! 
What I needed wa5 to be purged. Purified. 
Flushed. Catharted. Roto-rooted. My glasses 
fogged up because of the greenhouse effect, 
as Mr. Brown, Mr. White, Mr. Orange and Mr. 
Pink. This initiates a round of ego-scrapping as 
these hardened criminals jockey to get the be t 
nicknames. After only a few scenes, we start to 
get a very good sense of the characters. 
Most of the film takes place after the heist 
occurs. The job was a set-up, and now the 
survivors have assembled in a warehouse to 
figure out what went wrong. Several lengthy 
flashbacks give further background to the char-
actcrs. The generous amount of one-on-one 
conversalion and Tarantino's brilliant dialogue 
make the fi lm fascinating. Moreover, the ten-
sion caused by seeing a bunch of sociopaths 
having a lousy day gives Tarantino the ability 
10 create more nail-biting scenes than The Si-
lence of the Lambs. 
Then there's the blood. There is just a lot 
of blood in this movie. People get shot People 
get tortured. But somehow, Tarantino's deliv-
ery is so darkly humorous that the violence is 
palatable. In the end, I found my self laughing 
atvirtuallyunmentionableacts. Giveitatry. If 
you'reonly going to sec onestckly VIOlent film 
this year, make it Reservoir Dogs. 
Reservior Dogs may not be for everyone. 
However, 1f you apprec1ate brilhant dJalogue, 
biting gallows humor, and can stomach some 
non-graruitous violence, you w11l be nchly 
rewarded. Reservior Dogs is playing at the 
Maple Theater near Detroit and hopefuJJy will 
be coming soon to the Was1c Land. 
and my bald spot wore away like an ozone hole. 
After lunch at the Lawyers' Club, 1 was a 
landfill of toxic waste. I had ringworm, gut-
worm and an annoying hypocritical tendency 
of tidying up other people's disordered house-
holds. What I needed more than anything was 
a graph that simply but clearly chaned my 
assets and faults, strengths and weaknesses, 
capacities and perversions. Yes. That was 
what this Toxic survey and all those job-search 
questionnaires promised. That was what 1 
needed. A graph. A Me Graph. 
There was a thump in the next stall. A skull 
crackedagainsttilcorporcelain. Silence. Then 
more snoring. 
That could be me. I thought After /' m 
purged. After /face the harsh. brutal truth that 
my graph would reveal about me, about my job 
prospects. It'd be like seeing the Ark of the 
Covenant. The head of Medusa. The inside of 
a welfare office. /' d pass our cold right here in 
the restroom next to the snack bar. 
It was becoming more apparent that when 
I first bailed out of the train to peer around the 
bends in the traeks, I had landed in the Oz of the 
fresh-air bluccollar workaday trackless world, 
in a field where the grass was growing up 
around my ankles, knees, waist, neck ... 
Poppies, poppies! Oh,fate of all fates! 
Graph, schmaph. 
Hitting the ground running, with renewed 
purpose and a lot of fear, I bought a bundle of 
incense and a New York Times, clung tightly to 
my shadow, and hopped back on the boxcars, 
before it was too late. 
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Princesses Without a Country 
Law Students and Halloween Hiiinks 
..... dateline: Election Day, 1992, Red Hawk 
Bar & Grill, Ann Arbor, the Heartland 
Dear Princesses, 
Were you to spell my name correctly, 
might not be so horrified that my "fifteen 




Our sincerest apologies, but we of course 
assumed that, like all other great legal writers, 
someone was cite-checking for us. (Spencer, 
maybe you shouJd work on this.) Never fear, 
for the next seven months your name will be 
spelled correctJy. And now for this week's 
David Dinielli dish: For all those looking for 
great works of literature, take note: David is 
one of the very few, yet proud, owners of a 
volume of Ally Sheedy poetry. Anyone inter-
ested in sampling works by this Brat-Packer, 
just ask David. 
By the way, for those inquiring and con-
fused minds, David Dinielli is a REAL, LIVE 
summer starter. However, were we to engage 
in full-nedged Dave-bashing (as opposed to 
David Dinielli-bashing), we would cenainJy 
not hide behind a pseudonym. 
Dear Princesses, 
Is it true that Canadians are better lovers? 
-Looking for love in aU the wrong places 
Dear Looking, 
ActuaJiy, af1er a recent sojourn in the Great 
Whtte orth, we noted that in fact Canadians 
are not loving at all. Not only do they smoke 
so much that no one would ever want to kiss 
them (takenotc,Howie), but wemcta40-year-
old virgin. Swear to God. ApparentJy though, 
American women rouse them to passion. After 
injecting certain of our friends into an Ontario 
drinking establishment, we noticed thatseveraJ 
Canucks became quite amorous. (Please refer 
back to our beergoggJing discussion in our last 
column if you are confused by the reasons for 
this.) We realize this may prompt an interna-
tional incident, but we are deeply saddened by 
losing the championship of our National Pas-
time. We would, though, be interested in 
hearing extraordinary tales of Canadian love, 
so that we could present our readers with a 
more complete picture. 
P.S. Speaking of avenging or revenging, 
we would like to applaud Madonna's no-holds-
barred approach to revenge. Saluting Sean 
Penn's new woman, Robin Wright (the mother 
of Sean's love child), Madonna writes in "Thief 
of Hearts": "Thief of Hearts- BITCH! ... here 
she comes littJe Miss thinks she can have what 
she wants ... in a blink of an eye here she comes, 
acts like she's your best friend, then you tum 
your back and she's off with your guy ... here she 
comes little Suzy Ho-maker, thinks she'll get 
respect if she screws it....no one ever takes 
what's mine ... which leg do you want me to 
break, you'll be sorry. BITCH!" Way to go 
Madonna! 
While weare on thesubjectofthcMaterial 
Girl, her new book is a huge disappointment. 
Yes, she has a great body. So if we had nothing 
else to do but workout for 20 hours a day, and 
if we wanted to give up drinking and eat noth-
ing but brown rice and steamed vegetables (for 
those in the know, a.k.a. the Cindy Crawford 
diet) we might look like that too. But we have 
more important things to do. So besides show-
ing what a great body Madonna has, the other 
main theme of the book is that Madonna likes 
to play with herself. Neat. Definitely not worth 
S50, even the picture with the dog is not that 
exciting. Although Chad Thomas (3L) did 
confess to us at the HaJioween Party that his 
love life been a bit lackluster lately (i.e. nonex-
istent). and the book might be a good invest-
ment for him. Unless,ofcourse,oneof our dear 
readers wants to make Chad a happy man. 
More on the subject of dry spells: We 
received a criticism about our Sapless question. 
Apparently some readers may have found it 
heterosexisL (What a P.C. word we just used!) 
ln our defense, we happen to be close, personal 
friends of Sapless and believe beyond a reason-
able doubt that he is hetcrosexuaJ. However, 
we certainly don't want to offend or aJicnate 
homosexuals, bisexuals or asexuals. To this 
end, we will continue to answer questions us-
ing the pronouns/words that the lctterv. ritcrs 
used, or that we believe are appropriate based 
on our personal fact-finding missions, but en-
courage everyone to read our pronouns as 
gender-neutrally as possible. 
We do have good news to report on the 
Sapless front. Our column spurred some local 
interest, and Sapless may have a rescuer. We II 
keep you posted. 
Leisure Tip: Every Halloween, a group 
of us travels to the Barnstormer in Whitmore 
Lake. About 20 minutes away, (Exit 54B off of 
U.S. 23), the BarnstOrmer offers a chance to 
escape the rarefied academic atmosphere of 
Ann Arbor and cxpencncc life like the locals in 
the heartland live it. We recommend charter-
ing THE PARTY VA , from Lccuca Limos 
(ask for Mr. Champion). The van holds up to 
15 people and two coolers of beer, so the ride to 
the bar will be assuredly pleasant. The Barn-
stormer has a great haunted house, 75-cent 
shots, karaoke and in honor of Halloween, they 
had a costume party when we were there. 
James Baird (3L), dressed as an adorable 
little devil, came in a close second to a man 
wearing a big dick. Literally. Jeremy Miller 
(3L), our resident knight in shining armor, 
spent the evening saving damsels in d1stress 
from the caresses of unclean and unkempt 
townie life. Howard Sendroviv. (3L), on the 
other hand, did root beer schnapps shots and 
spent most of the evening alternating between 
laying on the table and praying to tl1e porcelain 
God. But oh, that boy can boogie. (The moral 
is, even thought the shots arc cheap, modera-
tion can be a man's best friend.) The McLaren-
Saperstein (3Ls) slow dance to Def Lcppard 
brought tears to both our eyes. The only blight 
on the evening was that one of the Princesses 
was ndiculed in the women's bathroom be-
cause she did not carry hairspray (although 
Dawn Gard (3L) alway comes prepared and 
had actually brought some to the Barnstormer), 
and because her hair was nat, namely it did not 
reach an elevation of over two feet. 
Halloween Costume Prizes: 
Best All-Around: Lance Harden burg (3L) 
and Lynelle Detzler (3L) as Beauty and the 
Beast. 
\lost Adorable: Joanne Barbera (3L) as 
Dorothy I rom the Wizard of Oz. 
~lost courJgeous display of rundra-tn-
duccd white skin: Tracy Birmingham (3L) as 
Eve. 
~lost Frightening: David Saperstein (3L) 
as the cra~y Sevcnues Man. Yes, the chest hair 
was reaL 
2nd Place Most Frightening: Scary dude in 
"70s garb that gave one of us candy. 
Looked most like what he was supposed to 
be: Jon Orvik (3L) as "Big Boy." 
2nd Place Looked most like what he was 
supposed to be: Andy Gibb, unknown 2L. 
Best Ass: Craig Hoetger (3L) as a woman. 
Most Timely: Kevin Titus (3L) as unem-
ployed law student holding sign that said "Will 
litigate for food." 
2nd Place Most Timely: Dave Layden 
(3L) as Admiral Stockdale. 
Honorable Mention: (Sorry, we don't know 
everyone but we do try ... ) the Cat in the Hat, 
Professor Krier, the Caveman and the Bride of 
Frankenstein. 
TV Tips: This Wednesday will be Part 
Two of the 902 10 Brenda, Dylan, Kelly tri-
angle; thts denouement is not to be missed! 
Today Murphy Brown names her baby, finally. 
And on Thursday don' t miss part two of the 
farewell toLilli th. Welove ovembersweeps. 
And thank God those politicaJ commerciaJs arc 
no more. Also on Friday, Nov. 13, note the 
arrival of Bram Stoker's Dracula. BEWARE. 
(Speaking of BEWARE, all Barristers who 
have not paid their dues will risk school-wide 
humiliation as your names wiJI be published in 
ourcolumn, much as thenamesofpeopledclin-
quem in child support and convicted of drunk 
driving, and other heinous crimes against soci-
ety, arc made public in their communities.) 
A Final Note: Hooray! Hooray! Jeff 
Wcbcr(2.5 L) skipped his ftist law school class 
last week. After two years, he is fmally begin-
. nmg to understand the fine art of aucnding law 
school. 
Law in the Raw By Gard & Ward 
Holiday shoppers beware! 
Janet Crowther, of Mereaux, La., won S340,000 from a 
Kmart storcfor injuries sustained in a 1985 incident. Crowther 
had gone to the store to buy towels, but as a clerk wheeled a 
cart of Cabbage Patch doll clothing in an aisle close to the 
towel display and then announced a "blue-light special," 
bedlam broke out, and Crowther was trampled. 
Delivery with a smile. 
Michael Cesar, 48, self-described "Pope of Pot," was 
arrested in New York in November 1990 for allegedly run-
ning a marijuana delivery service with 12 bicyclists and an 
800 number ( 1-800-WANT-POT). According to a colleague, 
Cesar ran the "Church of the Realized Fantasy," in which 
people could pop in to his Greenwich ViUage loft during the 
day, smoke dope, seek the pope's blessing and have sex. 
It would have been quite a "bang." 
Arnold Hellcr,64, was arrested inastripjoimnearCamp 
Pendleton, Calif., in September 1990. He was attempting to fish 
through his pants pockets for money to give to a stripper 
performing in front of him when a World War II era hand 
grenade (a dud) he keeps to scare off panhandlers fell to the noor 
and sent dancers running for the exits. Said assistant manager 
Dave Gala vis, "Guys get out of line with the girls all the time, 
but I'd never seen one pull an explosivedcviceoutofhis pants." 
From the files or poor judgment. 
In 1990 fourteenagcrs were arrested in the parking lot of a 
large mall in Lakeland, Fla., just before Christmas when, 
anempting to steal an automobile at random, they tried to break 
into a police van containing three officers on a stakeout. 
Caution tighty-whitey wearers. 
Van Petterson, 23 , was convicted in November 1991 in 
Painesville, Ohio, of burglary and sex charges as the notorious 
"BVD bandit" who broke into homes, fondling men as they 
slept, and culling off their underwear as souvenirs. His defense 
lawyer. in an opening statement to the jury designed to defuse 
imminent evidence against his client, said, "There are perhaps 
some things (among the evidence that) you will find bizarre." 
One man testified that during a fight with his wife one night, 
she had threatened tO "castrate him" and had suggested that he 
sleep on the sofa. Apparently Mr. Patterson broke into their 
home during the night and slashed the man's underwear, 
leaving the man convinced his wife had attempted to carry out 
her threat until he was informed by co-workers that a " BVD 
bandit" was on the loose. 
And you think it's tough meeting people in Ann Arbor. 
Robert Chapman, 28, was arrested in Monroeville, Pa., in 
October 1991 and charged with reckless endangermenL 
According to police, Chapman cruised the Pennsylvania 
Turnpike occasionally, looking for cars driven by attractive 
blondes. He would drive up behind then and shoot out a tire 
with his .22-caliber pistol, then stop and offer assistance, 
hoping Lo strike up a relationship. 
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LETTER TO EDITOR, continued from page 2 
lOiutions. The solution, however, docs not lie 
Jexcluding an individual from military serv-
ICe based on his or her identification with a 
;wticular group. 
The problem of sexual harassment in the 
 m1litary will be solved only when individuals 
~ the mi litary are forced to take responsibili ty 
for their own (and only their own) actions. 
This, of course, will require a shift in the burden 
of proof. The military will no longer be permit· 
ted to deem someone "guilty" by mere virtue of 
hJSor her sexual or1entation or association with 
a "suspect" group. The military will be re-
quired to prove acts of individual wrongdoing. 
Fach individual will have to be presumed inno-
cent until proven guilty. It 's a novel concept, I 
know, but I'm sure the military will get used to 
 
n in time. 
I know that Lipscombc says that he docs 
 ~not favor the military's anti-gay policy." 
Rather, he simply believes that, by scheduling 
the interview with the JAG recruiter, Navarro 
 
v.ent "too far." However, Lipscombe misses 
the point entirely when he says that the 
LGBLSA 's use of protest posters and the 
wearing of stickers by its members were 
"commendable" actions but that Navarro's act 
of"actually interviewing with the JAG rcpre· 
sentative" was improper. Those stickers that 
lipscombe "commends" state that 
"Silence=Death." Yet, Lipscombe insists that 
 LGBLSA, in its protest, should have been seen 
but not heard, or at least not heard too loudly. 
Posters and stickers are OK, but confronting a 
military recruiter is ... well .. . too confron ta-
tional. It i. this mentality, having come all too 
often in the past from within the homo exual 
community itself, that has kept gay men and 
le~bian s oppressed, silent, closeted and power-
less lhroughout history. To say, then, !hat one 
opposes"the military's anti-gay policy" but,at 
the same time, to disapprove of direct verbal 
confrontation with representatives of them il i-
tary concerning that policy, does nothing more 
than take with one hand what has been given 
wilh the olher. 
Lipscombe wri tes !hat "Navarro may be-
lieve that he is no less entitled to the interview 
time than any other student here, but that is the 
wrong attitude, especially in these times where 
jobs are hard to come by." Well, let's roll the 
clock back thiny years or so, change a few 
words, and try the following on for size: "[Martin 
Luther King] may believe that he [and other 
People of Color are] no less entit.Jed to [equal 
opportunity) than any other [members of this 
society), but that is the wrong attitude, espe-
cially in these times where jobs [and opportu-
nities in general] are hard to come by." 
Lipscombe wants the LGBLSA to "push 
Washington, instead of some small cog in the 
military machine." He further states that 
"[m)aybe the policy will be changed by Bill 
Clinton if elected." Sure, maybe it will be. But 
maybe it won't be. Maybe Clinton won't have 
the political courage to make the change. Maybe 
he won't get elected at all. Maybe Bush will 
change the policy anyway. Maybe he won' t. 
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LSSS FUNDS , continuedfrompage 1 
groupsactuaUyneeded this year,and the equali-
zation of money awarded for similar activities. 
"You always want to get as much money as 
you can, but! wouldn'tsay we'redisappointed," 
said Hcalhcr Martinez, treasurer of HLSA. 
She said her group tries to stretch its budget 
by co-sponsoring events with other student 
organizations, such as a dinner sponsored with 
the Intcmat.ional Law Society and a sympo-
sium on free trade wilh the business school. 
That not only makes the money go farther, 
Maninez said, but generates events with wider 
appeal, leading to larger audiences. 
"This cap on honoraria is nice from our 
standpoint," Martinez said. "It helps us say to 
speakers, 'we can only get this amount of 
money. ' " 
Abrams and Jarratt denied lhe rumor !hat 
the Senate's social committee benefitted from 
the new allocation system. The social commit-
tee sponsors panics, among olher things, and is 
the only group allowed to buy alcohol with its 
Senate money. 
The social committee budget was cut sig-
nificantly from last year, Abrams said, but he 
added that the figures are confusing because 
the committee gets money from two Senate 
sources -- a budget allocation and the variable 
income from clothing sales. Counting both 
sources of money, Abrams said, the social 
committee received about $11 ,000 last year, 
but will get about $8,000 !his year. 
ELECT/ON, continuedfrompage 1 
resentative. said the sometimes-prevalent law-
yer bashing issue didn't even play a role in the 
presidential campaign. "People wanted change 
and were concerned about other issues.lf lawyer 
bashing had played a significant role, then 
Clinton, a former law professor, would have 
lost some votes to the Bush-Quayle team." 
Vinnie Basulto, lL, added, "Basically. the 
uial auomeys voted for Clinton, and the tradi-
tional business attorneys voted Republican. 
The majority of the country, though, doesn't 
even care about lawyer bashing." 
Although lawyer bashing was far from 
being a campaign issue on the candidates' 
agendas, Michigan law studentS recognized the 
need to exercise their voting rights in the presi-
dential election. L)nne Rekowski, IL, said. "I 
Asking the members of an oppressed group to 
hang their collective hat on a maybe is asking 
alot. Maybe Rosa Parks should have written 
her congressman instead. 
My point is this: From the perspective of 
those in power, there is never a '·good" time for 
social upheaval or unrest. Civil disobedience is 
never pretty. It 's not neat or tidy or sterile. It 
forces peopletothinkabout things !hey' d rather 
not think about and to act when they'd rather si t 
still. It causes pain and suffering and problems 
and disruption, not only for society at large but 
also, and especially, for the oppressed groups 
engaging in the disobedience, groups that have 
endured pain and suffering and problems and 
disruption all along. Telling an oppressed 
group to refrain from rocking the boat, to re-
frain from making waves, or, as Lipscombe 
puts it, to refrain from "cross[ing] the line", to 
tell the members of that group to sit still and 
suffer in silence, is condescending and insult-
ing. Silence does equal death; it always has. 
Finally, I have a real problem with 
Lipscombe's apparent belief !hat one individ-
ual cannot make a difference. He argues that 
"one lit.Lie representative interviewing at Michi-
gan is not going to change the system." The 
individual is, after all, only a "small cog in the 
military machine." As someone who chose to 
go to law school, at least partly, out of a belief 
that one individual can make a difference, I find 
this line of reasoning particularly disturbing. 
Lipscombe seems to forget that the "military 
machine" is made up of individuals. 
Washington, similarly, ·is a collection of"cogs." 
wasn't that enlhused about any of the candi-
dates. But I did vote, and I hope the economy 
gets beuer." 
Since the Ia t vote was tabulated, students 
have been adjusting to the ide-: of having a new 
president. "I have a lot of doubts about Clinton, 
but like 11 or not, he's our President, and I'll 
support him as best I can," said Terry Heming· 
way, IL. 
"Cimton will be more environmentally 
activist than Bush, and !hat's good, but the 
greatest i ue factng our nation is our central 
morality, ·• Hemingway continued. 
'"Electing Clinton ~ill benefit up in this 
re pect. But, patchmg the symptoms wilhout 
curing lhe disease won't help," he concluded. 
In order tO get an organization like the military 
to change its policies, you must get the people 
who make up the military to change their opm-
ions. People's opinions, in turn, arc changed 
only through education. The process is often 
painfully slow. 
The individual who interviewed students 
on this campus is probably a low-ranking offi. 
cer, but who is to say who or what he will 
become. He may be a "small cog'' now, but 
George Bush, Colin Powell, Norman Sch· 
wartzkopf and Dick Cheney, men who now 
control military policy in this country, were all 
"small cog[s] in the military machine" at one 
point in time. If Alejandro Navarro, and other 
individuals who did at olher schools what he 
did here, had even a small impact on the indi-
viduals with whom they interviewed, there is a 
chance !hat the military's policies tcnortwenty 
years from now will be different 
Thus, in response to Lipscombe's appar-
ent belief that one person cannot make a differ-
ence, I respond only that people used to say 
things like !hat to Martin Luther King and 
MaJcolm X. They've undoubtedly said the 
same kind of thing to Nelson Mandela and 
Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin 
and Bill Clinton and Maxine Waters and, yes, 
possibly even to George Bush or Ross Perot or 
Pat Buchanan. But all of lhese people have 
"made a difference." Alejandro Navarro has 
made a difference. And if the eyes of that "one 
little representative interviewing at Michigan" 
were opened even slight.Jy, be may one day 
make a difference also. 
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TIM ELINE FOR 1993-94 LA WYERS CLUB NIGHT MANAGER SELECTION: 
November 16-20 Applications Accepted 
November 23-25 Applications screened and Interview appointmentS scheduled 
November 30/Dec.l -- Conduct Interviews 
December 2-3, 1992 --Check references 
December 4, 1992 ---Offer Position 
Selection Committee: Diane Nafranowicz, Lawyers Club Director, Lisa Holman, BOG 
Member & Club Resident; Robyn Van Patton,1991/1992-93 Night Manager. 
FINANCIAL AID NOTES: Bar examination loans are available through Law Access and Law 
Loans for graduating students. ln order to qualify for one of these loans you must be a prior 
borrower through one of the loan companies. Students can borrow for bar exam expenses 
as well as living expenses up 10 a maximum of S5000. There are application deadlines, so 
call or stop by the Financial Aid Office if you are interested. 
THE CIVIC EDUCATION PROJECT is an international educational progrnm jointly spon-
sored by Yale University and the Central European University. CEP assists reform effortS 
in the social science departmentS of Central and Eastern European universities by providing 
Western-trained scholars for a year's tenure. Lecturers teach courses in economics, political 
science, sociology, or law and assist host faculty with their professional developmental 
needs. The language of instruction is English; no formal language skills are required. 
Advanced graduate students or professional students are invited to apply. 
The deadline for submitting applications is February I, 1993. An informational meeting, 
hosted by the Department of Economics, will be held on the University of Michigan Campus 
in Lorch Hall, Room 201, from 12:00-1:30 on November 9. To receive a brochure and 
application contact: CEP, P.O. Box 5445 Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520; Telephone 
and Fax: (203) 432-3218. 
DECEMBER GR-\DUATES! See PhyUis, 3rd noor receptionist., for your graduation an-
nouncementS and invitations. Deadline 10 receive invitations is November 30. 
LSSS CLOTHING SALE: November 18, 19, and 23; December 3 and 7. Anyone who has 
suggestions for T-shin or sweatsbin designs, pendaflex Brian Abrams (3L) as soon as 
possible. 
CANNED FOOD DRIVE SPONSORED BY LSSS: Bring in canned foods on November 16-
20. "No Call On" Day is Wednesday, November 18. Help the hungry. 
LSSS SPORTS COMMITIEE ANNOUNCES THE FOLLOWING UPCOMING EVENTS: 
Bowling on November 12; sign-ups on November 9-11 in front of Room 100. 
LAW STUDENT OVERSEAS TRAVEL FELLOWSHIPSIAPPLICATlONS FOR '93-94 
Deadline: November 13, 1992. Applications should be submined to Dean Gordan (303 HH) 
and should include a statement describing the applicant's proposed program abroad, a 
resume and a teller of recommendation from a University of Michigan Law School faculty 
member. 
Ayers with more details about the Bates Travel Fellowship, including descriptions of 
previous awards, can be found in the magazine rack outside of Room 310 HH. Sec Dean 
Gordan (303 IDJ) or Roberta Nerison-Low (307 HH) if you have any questions. 
CASE CLUBS: Deans Eklund and Gordan will meet Case Clubs at Dominick's according to the 
following schedule. Senior judges, please remember to sign up. 
Wednesday, November 11 4:30p.m. Cooley 
Thursday, November 12 4:30p.m. Stason 
4:30p.m. Dickinson 
UP-COMING ADMINISTRATIVE COMMJTTEE MEETING. The Administrative Com-
mittee wiJI meet in Room 303 Hutchins Hall on Tuesday, December 8 at 3:45 p.m. Requests 
for waivers to the Academic Regulations are decided by the Administrative Commiuce. Any 
student making such a request should submit a wri tten petition to Dean Gordan'sOflice (303 
Hutchins Hall) at least four days prior to the date of the Administrative Commiuce meeting. 
The petition must identify in writing the academic regulation(s) for which the student is 
requesting a waiver, the specific nature of the request and describe fu lly the reasons for the 
request 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION CALENDAR FOR WINTER '93 
Please note the following eventS and deadlines. 
November 18: Early Registrntion Results distributed to pcndaOexes. 
November 19-20: StudentS who were rcdlined and did not have an alternative choice can 
add in Room 300 HH. 
November 25: Revised Election Sheets to pendanexes for students whose schedules change 
due 10 redlining. 
CALENDAR 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9 
Spons Law Society will host Ned Colletti, Vice President. Baseball Administration, Chicago 
Cubs, in Room 120 HH at4:30 p.m. 
"Israeli Covert Operations in the Occupied Territories and International Human Rights, .. a 
presentation by Ken Roth, Deputy Director of Human RightS Watch at4 p.m. in 132 HH. 
Immediately preceding will be a presentation on "Employment Opportunities in Human 
RightS Law,"3:30p.m., 132 HH. Both evemsaresponsored by thePiacementOfficeandlhe 
lntcmational Law Society. 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10 
Sports Law Society will host Super-Agent Leigh Steinberg in Room 100 HH at 7:00 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
Law School Student Senate will meet at 7:30p.m. in Room 951 LR. All students are welcome. 
Constituent concerns will be addressed following regular LSSS business. 
DOCKET ANNOUNCEMENTS: Any organization or Law School Department wishing to 
place an announcement in the DOCKET, sec Mickey Slayton 303 HH. Please word the 
announcement as you wish it to appear in the DOCKET and deliver it to Mickey before4:30 
Thursday to appear in the following Monday's DOCKET. 
LSSS Announces Events 
Greetings from your Law Scbool 
Student Senate: 
The members of the Student Senate 
would like to keep you up to date on what 
we have been doing and what we plan 10 do 
in t.he future. Any comments can reach us 
lhrough our pendallex in room 300 H.H. 
Upcoming Events include: 
• A canned food-drive with proceeds 
going to Foodgalhcrs of Ann Arbor. The 
drive will take place from November I I -16. 
Collection bins will be in front of Room 100 
and the LSSS office. 
• In conjunction with the food-drive, 
the first-year class will have a "No Call-
On" day on November 18. StudentS with 
canned food donations will either be ex-
empt from being called on in cla~s or the 
participating professor must match the stu-
dentS number of cans if the professor calls 
on a student. 
• Another free LSSS "Coffee Break" is 
scheduled for December 7 in from of Room 
100. 
• LSSS will be sponsoring another 
clothing sale on November 18, 19 & 23 and 
December 3 & 7. Items for saJe will in-
clude: rugbys, sweatshirts, shon sleeve t· 
shirtS, boxers, jams, shorts, coffee mugs, 
shot glasses, glass beer pitchers, spon mugs, 
and various embroidered goods. 
• Watch for upcoming information on 
Law School class rings. 
Past LSS Events have included: 
• October and November "Coffee 
Breaks" with free coffee, juice, and muffms, 
donutS, bagels. 
• The Student/Faculty Wine & Cheese 
Party. 
• The October Social Committee party, 
which had the hjghest attendance for any 
Law School Party. (KirraJarrau,Pres. has a 
few lost and found items from this party.} 
• Sponsoring the Phjd House Hallow-
een Party. 
Our regular meeting time is Wednes-
days at 7:30 PM in 95 1 LR. Feel free to 
attend. Other Senate information including 
minutes, the activities of basement groups 
and first- year section newslcuers can be found 
in the LSSS bulletin board in the basement of 
Legal Research. For a look at the faces 
behjnd the Senate, check out the glass case 
on the second-floor of Hutchins Hall. 
